Today

- Admin
- Teams: status?
- Questions
- Mini Quiz on Week 1 (readings and class material)
- ExtraSensory (Yonatan Vaizman)
- Project Teams
Who is NOT in a team yet?
MiniQuiz

• 5min
• Go to this web site

ExtraSensory
(Yonatan Vaizman)
Next Steps

- Readings to discuss on Thursday
  - Y. Vaizman et al, "Recognizing Detailed Human Context In-the-Wild from Smartphones and Smartwatches". IEEE Pervasive Computing, 2017
Next Steps

• Read/Annotate all papers

• Submit your reading-summary and annotations by Thu 2pm

• Annotate paper #1 (IEEE Pervasive)

• Submit reading summary for paper #2 (PACM IMWUT)

• Submissions are on Gradescope: https://gradescope.com/courses/11674

• Next Week: Context Awareness
Thursday Discussion

- CSE 118+218: Thursdays 2pm-3.20pm
- Rooms:
  - Group A: EBU3B (CSE Building) 2154
  - Group B: EBU3B (CSE Building) 2109
  - Group C: EBU3B (CSE Building) 2217
  - Group D: EBU3B (CSE Building) 3109
  - Group E: EBU3B (CSE Building) 4109
- Groups members released tomorrow: Email and Piazza
Thanks